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N.D.P.S. Officer
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only # 2937

nature of goods
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—Mens rea if a ~ for offence # 2885
Necessity
—Report of public analyst—~# 2914
Necessity of
—Compliance of mandatory provision—~#
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norms
offence
—Search—seizure–~ not by authorised officer
—Committed by a Partner of a firm # 2935
—Contrary evidence about Identification of
when # 3410
place of ~—Effect# 3293
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—Mens
rea if a necessary ingredient for ~ #
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—Storage when ~ # 2895
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place of business
—Presumption as to lighting in ~# 2737

police witness—Scope# 3274

place of incident
—Time and ~ doubtful—Effect# 3270

poppy failure to 3268

Plaintiff
—not examining himself adverse inference#
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Power
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prescribed 2879
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rriage from long and continued cohabitation
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facts—Availability# 2743
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in application# 2750
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Principle of
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—Strict construction# 3121
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principles of 2736
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Prior sanction 2832
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Private defence 2712
Private defence of
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private defence of body
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—Violation of ~# 3428
Prohibition of
—certain operation—Scope# 3273
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Proof
—Common intention # 2738
—Sufficiency of ~—Conviction# 3317
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proof for conviction
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Proof for Existence 3021
Proof of
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Probability of
—Murder—Appreciation of evidence—~ two
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—Right of private defence—Burden of ~#
2712

Probation of
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—Offenders Act, to sentence under
Prevention of Food Adulteration # 2954

proof questions
—Power of the Court to ~—Scope# 2828

probative value
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procedure in search
—Compliance of—~# 3267
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proper functioning
—Presumption of—~ by public authorities
and grant of ad interim relief in a writ# 2747

Effect# 3268
—Failure to ~—to prove tampering—Effect#
3303

Proper sealing of
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